Novel Genetic Loci Associated with Osteoarthritis in Multi-Ancestry Analyses in 484,374 Participants from MVP and the UK Biobank
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Abstract

To date there have been no large multi ancestry genetic studies of osteoarthritis (OA). We leveraged the unique resources of 484,374 participants in the Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank to address this gap. Analyses included participants of European, African, Asian and Hispanic descent. We discovered OA associated genetic variation in 10 loci and replicated association findings from previous OA studies. We also present evidence some OA-associated regions are robust to population ancestry. Drug repurposing analyses revealed enrichment of targets of several medication classes and provide potential insight to etiology of beneficial effects of antiepileptics on OA pain.
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INTRODUCTION

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a progressive joint disease with a poorly understood etiology. Disease management is limited primarily to symptom management (e.g., pain, inflammation). The societal and patient-centered impacts of OA among United States Veterans are profound with healthcare costs for treatment exceeding $880 million annually.1 As no effective medical interventions for disease modification are available, OA often progresses to its end-stage at which time only surgical options are available, usually in the form of total joint replacement (TJR). A more thorough understanding of genetic influences of OA is essential to identify targeted personalized approaches to treatment, ideally long before end-stage is reached.

OA is a complex trait influenced by both genetic and non-genetic risk factors.2 OA risk factors include aging, being female and/or overweight or obese.3 However, OA is highly heritable with heritability estimates greater than 30%.4 Although many genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have identified genetic loci associated with OA5-12, most studies have been performed in populations predominantly of European White descent including the largest GWAS in 826,690 subjects which identified 100 independent single nucleotide variants (SNVs) associated with OA across 11 OA phenotypes13.

To establish a more comprehensive map of genetic loci associated with OA, we performed multi-ancestry and ancestry stratified GWASes of 484,374 United States Veterans who participated in the Million Veteran Program (MVP) and participants from the UK Biobank (UKB). The combined cohorts comprise a larger number of participants from diverse ancestries and ethnicities. As such, we implemented analysis strategies to identify genetic variants associated with OA which may be study-specific, ancestry-specific or independent (Figure 1). We also performed transcriptome-wide imputation and fine-mapping to prioritize OA genetic signals as well as assessed heritability.

RESULTS

Demographics of subjects included in analyses from MVP and UKB
In the MVP, 163,015 Veterans representative of four major racial/ancestry groups were included in the analyses: 119,351 (73.2%) European White (EUR); 28,565 (17.5%) African American (AFR); 1,328 (0.8%) Asian (ASN); and 10,327 (6.3%) Hispanic (HIS) descent Veterans (Table 1, Sup Figure 1). In the UKB, we also identified and included 321,359 subjects in analyses of four major ancestry groups (see HARE analysis in supplementary materials and Sup Figure 2): 293,819 (91.4%) EUR; 7,188 (2.2%) AFR; 1,704 (0.5%) East Asian (EAS); and 7,162 (2.2%) South Asian (SAS) (Table 1). In contrast to UKB, the MVP sample was predominantly male (Table 1).
Study stratified genetic variants associated with osteoarthritis

In the MVP, five genetic loci which we term MVP1 to MVP5 were significantly associated with OA in using fixed-effect multi-ancestry meta-analysis of 160,571 Veterans classified as either EUR, AFR, ASN or HIS descent (Figure 1a) and are summarized in Table 2. These loci included established and newly discovered OA associated loci: (1) SLC39A8 on chromosome 4 (MVP1); (2) FILIP1/SENP6/MYO6 on chromosome 6 (MVP2) and; (3) DYNCL1 on chromosome 7 (MVP3); (4) as well as a recently identified OA locus on chromosome 7 region encompassing FOXP2 (MVP4); and (5) a 250 kb region on chr11q13 encompassing several genes including KDM2A (MVP5). In the MVP fixed effect meta-analysis, the p-values became smaller than that observed for the MVP EUR subset alone indicating contribution from non-EUR results to the significant meta-analysis results (ST1). Further, only MVP1, MVP3 and MVP4 loci had variants also nominally associated with OA in the UKB EUR GWAS (ST1).

A total of 138 genetic variants near and within the FOXP2 gene were significantly associated (P<5.0E-8) with OA in the multi-ancestry meta-analysis of Veterans in MVP (ST2). Further, fine-mapping of the FOXP2 region using PAINTOR refined the number of independent causal SNPs in the region to 2 SNPs, rs2049603 and rs1916980 (Figure 2A). These two SNPs are upstream in most FOXP2 transcript variants and intronic in the two longest transcript variants, 7 (NR_033766.2) and X1 (XM_017012801.2). Both rs2049603 and rs1916980 variants replicated in the UKB EUR GWAS but not UKB AFR, SAS, or EAS stratified GWASes (ST1). However, the direction of effect was consistent in UKB AFR and SAS (ST1).

Multi-Ancestry OA Genetic Variants Associated with OA: As the biology relevant to a disease is not expected to differ across ethnic and/or ancestral groups, multi-ancestry results were primarily meta-analyzed using fixed effects meta-analysis. However, the frequency of causative OA genetic alleles and SNPs tagging causative alleles may differ across ancestries invalidating assumptions of fixed effect meta-analyses. For this reason, we employed and contrasted several approaches to generate multi-ancestry results (Figure 1). We used a linear mixed model (LMM) approach, implemented in BOLT-LMM, to perform cosmopolitan GWASes in MVP and UK separately and then combined findings via fixed-effects meta-analysis which we refer to as the mega-GWAS (Figure 1b). Both the results of the mega-analyses and those of the cosmopolitan analyses in MVP and UK are presented in ST4. We contrasted the results from the mega-GWAS with the two trans-ethnic meta-analyses strategies (Figures 1b2 and 1b3). A total of 27 genetic loci were significantly associated with OA in the MVP and UKB in the mega-GWAS (Table 3, ST4, ST5, Figure 3). Within the 27 loci, 476 SNPs were significantly associated with OA. Among these 476 SNPs, 50% were only significant using mega-GWAS analysis approach in contrast with fixed effect or MANTRA meta-analyses (Figure 3a, ST6). However, the majority of the 27 genetic loci were also discoverable using the fixed effect and MANTRA meta-analyses approaches (Table 3).
Many of the loci encompass genes predicted to be significant eQTLs (ST7). Ten of the 27 loci in Table 3 are novel not previously associated with OA. Among these loci, colocalization analyses indicated the credible set of variants may be influencing expression PNPT1, EFEMP1, GORAPS, SCN11A, PTPRG, KDELR, DAGLB, CYP11B1, ARNTL, RIC8B, BTBD11 (ST6).

To gain insight to the contribution of allelic heterogeneity between the MVP and UKB ancestry groups, we examined heterogeneity of allelic effects (I²) from the fixed effect MVP+UKB in the context of the significant loci from the mega-GWAS (Figure 3b). No significant loci had SNPs that exhibited high heterogeneity (I²>75%) with most significant SNPs having low heterogeneity (I²<30%) in the MVP+UKB multi-ancestry fixed effect meta-analysis (Table 3). The correlation between effect sizes in MVP+UKB mega and fixed effect approached indicated the results were highly correlated R=0.96 (Sup Figure 4). A sensitivity analysis contrasting significant findings between fixed and random effects meta-analyses strategies did not reveal additional genetic variants associated with OA using random effects (Sup Figure 5).

Ancestry stratified genetic variants associated with OA:

Ancestry stratified analyses were used to highlight genetic variants which may be ancestry independent in EUR, AFR, ASN and HIS populations (Figure 1c). Among EUR MVP+UKB participants, 32 independent loci (ST9) were significantly associated with OA (ST9, ST10). Many of the OA associated genetic loci were predicted to contain eQTLs in adipose, skeletal muscle, brain frontal cortex and/or brain amygdala tissues (ST11). The most significant FOXP2 SNP from the MVP multi-ancestry analysis, rs2396724, remained significantly associated in MVP-EUR but was only nominally significant in UKB-EUR. In the fixed effect meta-analysis of MVP+UKB EUR, there was suggestion of heterogeneity of effects for rs2396724 (Pₜₛₜ < 0.10).

Among Veterans of AFR descent, variants in three regions (MYO5B; CCDC11), (LINCO0314-LINCO0161), and (MCTP2-LOC440311) were associated (P<5E-8) with OA (ST12). In the MVP+UKB AFR meta-analysis, only SNPs in LINCO0314-LINCO0161 region variants achieved GWS (e.g., rs76386041, MAF=0.03, OR=0.76, SE=0.05, P=1.6E-8); however, this result was less significant than the finding in the MVP AFR GWAS alone (e.g., rs76386041, MAF=0.033, OR=0.75, SE=0.05, P=1.1E-8). In the transcriptome wide imputation, expression of the MYO5B gene in adipose tissue was predicted to be significantly associated with OA (ST13).

No variant was associated with OA at a level of GWS among ASN Veterans. The most significant variants associated with OA among ASN Veterans are intronic to the RELN (rs147959272, MAF=0.12, OR=2.4, SE=0.17, P=2.4E-7) and MYLK (rs11409032, MAF=0.26, OR=2.0, SE=0.14, P=7.7E-7) genes (ST14).
Among Veterans of HIS descent, one locus, encompassing the gene GUCY1B3, had several variants associated with OA at level of GWS (e.g. rs58196867, MAF=0.02, OR=0.44, SE=0.17, P=2.8E-9, ST15). The GUCY1B3 gene encodes soluble guanylate cyclase, the expression of which is downregulated in cartilage precursor cells under high hydrostatic pressure18. Unfortunately, our HARE analyses did not reveal a corresponding Hispanic group in the UKB (Supplementary Methods). For this reason, confirmation of our findings among Veterans of HIS descent were assessed in all available UKB ancestry groups (EUR, AFR, EAS, and SAS). No evidence for replication of the association between the locus and OA was found in these groups (ST15).

Association of literature reported OA variants: We examined whether previously reported OA variants12 were also associated with OA in the current findings. A total of 72 (64%) SNPs were found to overlap in current findings with consistent direction of association and nominal significance (ST16). SNPs within COL27A1, DYNC1L1 and GSDMC gene regions were also associate in both MVP EUR and AFR ancestry groups as well as in the MVP+UKB MANTRA analysis. SNPs within ANAPC4, FAM53, PPP1R3B, and TGFA gene regions were also associated with OA in both the MVP EUR as well as with MVP+UKB MANTRA. One variant within HDAC9, rs11764536, was also associated in the MVP HIS as well as in the MVP+UKB MANTRA analysis. Several variants were also associated only in a single MVP ancestry group such as variants within BMP5 (MVP AFR), RUNX2 (MVP AFR), SLC44A2 (MVP ASN) and LMX1B (MVP AFR). Further several SNPs were associated only in the MVP EUR including variants within CHADL, GNL3/ITIH, ITIH1 and ITIH5 gene regions.

One SNP within the SLC44A2 region was also associated in MVP ASN. A previously reported OA SNP, rs7222178, within the NACA2 gene region was nominally significant in MVP ASN with seemingly opposite direction of effect. However, rs7222178 is an A/T variant which is difficult to assess uniformity in direction of effect due to known strand problems with A/T and G/C variants. We then also noted other AT/GC variants which appear to be also associated in terms of effect direction and p-value: ANAPC4, COL27A1, DPEP1 and ITIH1. Several variants were also associated only in the combined MVP+UKB MANTRA analyses including those within DPEP1, FGF18, GDF5, GLIS3, HLA-DP1, LTBP1, LYPLAL1-AS1, RAB28, RBM6 and TGFB1 gene regions.

Gene-set enrichment analyses of genes with SNPs associated with OA: To gain insight to the overall etiological role of genetic variation in OA, we examined enrichment of genes with SNPs identified as associated with OA in the current discovery and/or replication analyses (ST16 and ST17). Gene-set enrichment analyses enrichment of genes from 616 gene-sets among which are many are known to contribute to the etiology of OA including cartilage development, chondrocyte differentiation, connective tissue development, skeletal system development, ossification, bone mineralization, bone morphogenesis and elastic fibers. Both newly discovered
and previously associated OA genes were represented in these OA pathways (ST18). Additionally, many OA genes were members of biosynthetic process pathways including cortisol, mineralocorticoid, glucocorticoid, aldehyde and phosphorus.

**Heritability of osteoarthritis:** Heritability of OA was estimated in MVP and UKB populations with at least 10,000 subjects (MVP: EUR, AFR, HIS and UKB: EUR, Table 4). In MVP, heritability of OA was highest among Veterans of Hispanic descent (51.3%). OA heritability was lowest for participants of EUR descent at 19.8% and 8.2% in MVP and UKB, respectively. The proportion of heritability in each population accounted for variants identified as eQTLs in our MetaXcan analyses was low with the highest estimate being 0.89% in the MVP EUR.

**Potential for drug repurposing:** We examined whether genes predicted to be OA eQTLs using MetaXcan were enriched for targets of currently approved medication classes. Using the set of predicted eQTLs from the MVP+UKB mega-GWAS, statistically significant enrichment of targets for three classes of drugs was observed: 1) anti-neoplastic agents (OR: 1.7, \( P_{\text{exact}} = 0.014 \)); 2) anti-epileptics (OR: 2.0, \( P_{\text{exact}} = 0.026 \)); and 3) anti-acne preparations (OR: 3.2, \( P_{\text{exact}} = 0.014 \), ST19).

**Discussion**

We presented results of a multi-ancestry GWAS of OA in 484,374 MVP Veterans and UKB participants. In doing so, we discovered both ancestry specific genetic variants associated with OA as well as genetic variants which may be robust to genetic ancestry. OA biology is not expected to differ across ethnic and/or ancestral groups. Race and ethnicity are social constructs which have contributed to discovery bias in human genomics\(^\text{19}\). In the ideal setting, genetic risk alleles contributing to OA etiology are uniformly present and penetrant in all ancestry populations investigated. However, the frequency of causative OA genetic alleles and SNPs tagging causative alleles may differ across ancestries invalidating assumptions of fixed effect meta-analyses for this reason we used several to generate multi-ancestry results. Although we performed multi-ancestry and stratified analyses, most subjects in the MVP and UKB studies are of European White descent. There remains a great need for more research to identify genetic variants and regions associated with OA which are robust to ancestry for developing precision medicine approaches generalizable to all patients. Our multi-ancestry genetic association study of OA represents only a step towards closing the gap in the lack of studies investigating the genetics of OA in populations of non-European White descent.
More specifically, we identified 10 novel loci associated with OA using the multi-ancestry mega-analysis approach. These loci included SNPs on chromosome 2 within the **EFEMP1** gene encoding the protein fibulin-3. Fibulins are known to contribute to elasticity and functional integrity of connective tissues. As a biomarker, fibulin-3 level in serum and urine correlate with OA disease incidence and progression. Interestingly, fibulin-3 has been used to monitor efficacy in randomized control trials of OA treatments. Additionally, SNPs within and intergenic to the genes **SCN11A**, **WDR48**, **GORASP1** and **TTC21a** on chromosome 3 were associated with OA. Among these, **WDR48** encodes a protein influencing ubiquitination of proteins including **PHLPP1** whose expression promotes OA progression. Further, **SCN11A**, is known to play a role in pain perception. At a second locus on chromosome 3, SNPs within the gene **PTPRG** were associated with OA. **PTPRG** encodes the protein tyrosine phosphatase, receptor type, G which has been shown to be hydroxymethylated in chondrocyte tissue from patients with OA. On chromosome 7, SNPs within a novel region encompassing the genes **KDELR2** and **GRID2IP** were associated with OA. Colocalization results implicated expression of **KDELR2** in skeletal muscle at this locus. Genetic mutations in **KDELR2** cause severe, progressively deforming osteogenesis imperfecta. Independent loci on chromosomes 11 and 12 were associated with OA that contained genes (**ARNTL** and **CRY1**) known to regulate the circadian clock which has been implicated in osteoarthritis.

Despite several large GWAS studies of OA among participants of EUR descent including the recently published de Boer et al 2021, we still identified 4 novel loci significantly associated with OA in the EUR stratified results from MVP and UKB. These include: 1) **EUR3**: a region on chromosome 2 encompassing the gene **EFEMP1**; 2) **EUR4**: a region on chromosome 3 encompassing the genes **SCN11A**, **WDR48**, **GORASP1** and **TTC21a**; 3) **EUR19**: a region on chromosome 8 encompassing the genes **GML**, **CYP11B1** and **CYP11B2**; and 4) **EUR26**: a region on chromosome 12 encompassing the genes **TMEM263**, **MTERF2** and **CRY1**. These 4 novel loci were also significantly associated with OA in the mega-analyses combining the cosmopolitan analyses in MVP and UKB discussed above. This may indicate that although these loci were discoverable in EUR populations there is evidence the association with OA may be ancestry independent.

In the current report, we summarized the results of several strategies for analyzing multi-ancestry and study data. The mega-analysis approach discovered 10 independent loci associated with OA. These include 4 novel OA associated loci (**MEGA5**, **MEGA16**, **MEGA19** and **MEGA21**) not GWS significant in the fixed effect multi-ancestry or fixed effect meta-analysis results. For all 4 loci (see **ST5**) the corresponding P-values for lead SNPs were at near GWS using the fixed effect multi-ethnic and EUR specific analysis approach. However, we believe the increase in power enabling identification of these four loci occurred was for several
reasons. Stratification and combining results by meta-analysis is expected to have lower power than mega-analysis\textsuperscript{31,32}. Thus, in the current study the mega-analysis approach was more powerful due to both increased sample size and lack of stratification of the cohort. Second, we employed an LMM approach implemented in BOLT-LMM which is designed to control for both population structure and relatedness. LMM models have been shown to be robust for controlling for population structure and relatedness. Finally, the practice of analyzing a complete cohort and/or pooling studies via mega-analysis is not novel\textsuperscript{31,32}. This approach is increasingly used to identify variants associated with disease from whole-genome sequencing. These include several publications from the Trans Omics for Precision Medicine (TOPMed) consortium where both stratified and pooled ancestry/study analyses are presented with the latter described as most powerful\textsuperscript{33-36}. A large concern for all of the meta-analysis strategies employed in the current manuscript was that more than 75\% of participants analyzed from both MVP and UKB are of European White descent which may mask important signals frequent only in the African, Hispanic and Asian descent groups. For this reason, we also performed ancestry stratified analyses.

Further, we identified several genetic regions associated with OA among African American, Hispanic and Asian descent Veterans. In our analysis of 29,225 African American Veterans, MYO5B was both significantly associated with OA and predicted to be differentially expressed in adipose tissue. Genetic variation in MYO5B has been previously associated with HDL cholesterol\textsuperscript{37}. Additionally, observations of elevated cholesterol in synovial fluid from OA patients have led to the hypothesis cholesterol metabolism may contribute to OA pathogenesis\textsuperscript{38}. Further research into MYO5B’s role in OA pathogenesis via cholesterol metabolism is merited as hypercholesterolemia can be monitored and treatments exists for controlling it. We also found evidence for replication of many previously associated OA genetic variants including some replicating among AFR, HIS and ASN descent Veterans. This may indicate some of the genetic variants and regions associated with OA in previous, largely European White populations are robust to genetic ancestry.

Overall, we identified 31 genetic loci associated with OA in the mega analysis. Among these, 7 loci were only discoverable as OA associated loci in MVP+UKB multi-ancestry analyses. Discovery of these 7 OA associated genetic regions in MVP+UKB multi-ancestry analyses provides support findings are not exclusively driven by the large sample size of the combined MVP+UKB. However, some previously reported OA associated loci did not replicate. The frequency of causative OA genetic alleles and SNPs tagging causative alleles may differ across ancestries. As the majority of previous GWAS in OA begin performed in populations of European descent it is challenging to disentangle whether lack of replication in a diverse population such as MVP implies the locus is
EUR specific, not relevant to our understanding of OA and/or limited by small sample size of diverse ancestral groups. We used several state-of-the-art approaches for GWAS in multi-ancestry cohorts however, demonstrate the majority of the loci were discoverable in the EUR stratified analyses (Table 3). Although the mega-analysis had the largest sample size and identified more SNPs significantly associated with OA, the EUR stratified approach identified slightly more independent loci (ST8). However, several of these loci were not significant in the mega-analysis indicating these loci may be largely EUR specific. As populations become increasingly more admixed previously associated OA EUR loci are likely to persist in terms of frequency. Thus, there remains a need to refine previously associated OA loci by developing new techniques for fine mapping and analysis methods robust to analyses of multi ancestry populations. This is in addition to increasing the sample size of non-EUR populations investigated.

Further, gaining biological insight from the identified genetic associations is complicated by the presence of multiple trait (pleiotropic) associations within the same locus. For example, we identified a novel 250 kb region on chr11q13 encompassing several genes associated with OA in MVP and previously associated with total hip replacement12,13. Interestingly, this locus has also been associated with body fat distribution39 and bone mineral density40 among other traits like body height41-43 and lipid levels44. Being overweight and having high bone mineral density are established risk factors for OA with evidence supporting a direct effect of bone density on joint deterioration45 and BMI46 on osteoarthritis. Similarly, variants in 11p15.3, one of the other identified novel loci (MEGA19), is associated with height47, BMI42,48, lipids49, blood pressure50 and CRP levels51,52. Such pleiotropic relationships are pervasive across complex traits53-56 make it very difficult to pinpointing the pathways mediating the identified associations with risk of OA.

Interestingly, our drug repurposing findings provide support for current physician’s intuition in terms of prescription patterns of anti-epileptics for OA pain. The anti-epileptics gabapentin and pregabalin are increasingly prescribed to patients with OA to help with pain despite gaps in understanding how they work for OA patients57. We further discovered OA eQTLs were significantly enriched with targets of anti-neoplastic agents and anti-acne preparations. Many anti-neoplastic agents have anti-fibrotic properties58,59. Synovial inflammation and fibrosis mark OA progression60 supporting logic some anti-neoplastic agents may have benefits for OA. Anti-acne preparations included azaleic acid which is decreased in urine in a OA rat model61. Additional research is merited to test whether azaleic acid in urine could serve as biomarker of OA progression in humans. Further, beta-blocker use has been associated with less OA joint pain62. The G Protein-Coupled Receptor Kinase 2 (GRK2), encoded by the gene ADRBK1, has been shown to regulate beta-adrenergic receptor (β-AR) expression and downstream activity influencing sensitivity to pain53,64. In our study stratified analyses in MVP, rs10896164 variant, intronic to ADRBK1 was significantly associated with OA in MVP EUR, AFR, HIS and ASN ancestry
Veterans. Thus, several OA associated loci provide etiological foundation for repurposing of approved drugs.

Gene-set enrichment analyses of genes with SNPs previously associated with OA as well as newly discovered SNPs within or near novel genes highlighted OA relevant gene-sets. For example, the rs532464664 variant frameshift mutation in the CHADL gene was previously identified as a high risk for hip OA variant in the Icelandic population. CHADL is expressed in cartilage and the frameshift mutation leads to decay of the mutant transcripts. In the current analyses, the CHADL frameshift mutation was rare (MAF=0.05%) replicating in MVP EUR with a large effect size but not MVP AFR, HIS or ASN. Furthermore, several of the newly OA associated genetic variants are in or near genes belonging to the same gene-sets as CHADL (ST19). Enrichment of novel OA associated loci genes along with CHADL in cartilage, chondrocyte and skeletal muscle development and differentiation gene-sets strengthens the support for their role in OA.

Our study has strengths and limitations. Analyses to discover SNPs associated with OA were performed in, to our knowledge, the largest multi-ancestry cohort to date. Another strength is the implementation of methodology to identify non-EUR descent participants in UKB. Most research using the UKB has focused on subjects of self-identified EUR descent. To address this limitation, we used the HARE approach to classify UKB subjects of EUR, AFR, SAS and EAS descent. The HARE approach is an expansion of methods that use genetic data to characterize race by also harmonizing self-reported race and ethnicity in the classification algorithm. In doing so, additional insight was gained as to whether previously identified OA genetic regions were associated in populations of non-EUR descent. Identification of a panel of genetic variants associated with OA independent of ancestry would enable the development of an OA polygenic risk score robust to population structure and assist in the development of personalized medicine approaches to OA. We also followed up findings using fine mapping, transcriptome-wide imputation analyses and drug repurposing to prioritize genes from signals where multiple genes and variants were significantly associated.

Study limitations include the lack of radiographs that could potentially improve the validity of the electronic health record (EHR) diagnostic codes used to code OA. We mitigated this limitation somewhat by coding OA in MVP only if a Veteran had two OA codes more than 30 days apart as well as attempting to replicate significant findings in the UKB cohort. To our knowledge, this is the first analysis of OA coded from EHR data to require two OA codes more than 30 days apart. Ideally, our analyses would have included a sensitivity analysis to determine if findings are robust when OA status is confirmed by radiograph gradings. Nonetheless, the frequency of OA was higher in MVP than UKB. Being older in age and having higher BMI are the strongest risk factors for OA. Although MVP Veterans are predominantly male (lower risk), in keeping with the
strongest risk factors MVP Veterans were both slightly older with higher BMI than UKB participants. This is keeping with previous reports of OA being higher among Veterans than non-Veterans\textsuperscript{69-71}. Although we excluded Veterans with post-traumatic OA, Veterans overall have a higher risk of physical trauma, an occupational hazard, which is also a strong risk factor for OA\textsuperscript{68,72}. Given our stringent exclusion criteria, many MVP participants were excluded from the control population, which could hypothetically introduce bias by creating a population of super controls. However, the allele frequencies of our control populations in the MVP cohort closely match relevant 1000 Genomes Project reference superpopulations making it unlikely that our exclusion criteria were a source of significant bias. Although this was the largest multi-ancestry genetic analysis of OA to date, sample sizes for Veterans of ASN descent were small and replication of our findings for the HIS descent Veterans was not possible in the UKB cohort. This limitation calls for additional research in larger multi-ancestry studies with higher numbers of participants of Asian and Hispanic descent. Finally, a possible limitation to the analyses is the traditional $P<5\times10^{-8}$ was employed as the level of genome-wide significance in the analyses. The body of research on appropriate GWS thresholds in more diverse studies analyzing rarer variants is evolving\textsuperscript{73-76}. However, in the current study additional validation was provided thru the observation many of the newly associated OA loci encompassed variants annotating to genes in gene-sets known to play a role in etiology of osteoarthritis.

In sum, we have identified new and replicated known genetic regions associated with OA. Multi-ancestry associated OA variants identified in the current report only begin to fill the void in identification of ancestry independent OA genetic variants needed to advance the development of polygenic risk scores. Larger sample sizes of ancestrally and ethnically diverse subjects are needed to continue to fuel progress and remedy discovery bias imposed by previous EUR focused research.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MVP</th>
<th>UKB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cosmopolitan</td>
<td>European White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number (% total)</td>
<td>163,015 (100)</td>
<td>119,351 (73.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male %</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>94.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (SD)</td>
<td>63.4 (9.0)</td>
<td>64.7 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bmi (SD)</td>
<td>30.0 (5.8)</td>
<td>29.9 (5.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MVP: Million Veterans Project. UKB: UK Biobank. OA: Osteoarthritis, Age: mean (standard deviation), bmi: mean (standard deviation), Cosmopolitan: Refers to entire available sample of participants without exclusions based on ancestry classifications.
**Table 2:** Genetic loci associated with OA reaching level of genome-wide significance (GWS) in the study stratified MVP GWAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Start (bp)</th>
<th>Stop (bp)</th>
<th>Most Significant SNP</th>
<th>rsID</th>
<th>Alleles</th>
<th>Min Freq</th>
<th>Max Freq</th>
<th>OR</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Gene(s) within locus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVP1</td>
<td>chr4</td>
<td>102926923</td>
<td>103198082</td>
<td>rs13107325 t/c</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>1.0E-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SLC39A8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP2</td>
<td>chr6</td>
<td>76209142</td>
<td>76612885</td>
<td>rs2842572 g/a</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.496</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>4.8E-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FILIP1, SENP6, MYO6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP3</td>
<td>chr7</td>
<td>95706596</td>
<td>95718496</td>
<td>rs2299285 a/g</td>
<td>0.337</td>
<td>0.547</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>3.4E-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DYNC1I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP4</td>
<td>chr7</td>
<td>113893884</td>
<td>114287116</td>
<td>rs2396724 a/g</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.467</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>1.0E-13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>FOXP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVP5</td>
<td>chr11</td>
<td>66878129</td>
<td>67192107</td>
<td>rs10896164 a/g</td>
<td>0.367</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>2.3E-08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KDM2A, ADRBK1, ANKRD13D, SSH3, RAD9A, PPP1CA, TBC1D10C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Locus: Independent loci classified based on LD and block size using FUnctional Mapping and Annotation (FUMA) software; Chr: Chromosome, Alleles: Risk Allele/ Non-Risks Allele; Min Freq: Minimum observed risk allele frequency in meta-analysis; Max Freq: Highest observed risk allele frequency in meta-analysis; OR: odds ratio; SE: standard error.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Start-Stop (bp)</th>
<th>Most Significant SNP</th>
<th>Gene(s) within locus</th>
<th>Multi-Ancestry</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>Boer et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rsID</td>
<td>Alleles</td>
<td>Min Freq</td>
<td>Max Freq</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>150247311-150512346</td>
<td>rs367563576</td>
<td>d/i</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>173862270-175001560</td>
<td>rs4651103</td>
<td>a/g</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>56010473-56115469</td>
<td>rs1897112</td>
<td>a/c</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>70698234-70730714</td>
<td>rs7561547</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38952023-39155574</td>
<td>rs72855791</td>
<td>a/t</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>49899795-50176259</td>
<td>rs6793528</td>
<td>a/c</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>61512919-6155775</td>
<td>rs2886521</td>
<td>a/g</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1685137-1765174</td>
<td>rs11732213</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA9</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>102702364-103001649</td>
<td>rs13105682</td>
<td>t/g</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>103363860-103387161</td>
<td>rs13140486</td>
<td>a/t</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25715657-26123502</td>
<td>rs115740542</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>33053026-33197589</td>
<td>rs3129200</td>
<td>a/g</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>44440781-44441440</td>
<td>rs4714791</td>
<td>t/g</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>6497559-6549867</td>
<td>rs113907280</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA15</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>95706596-95980767</td>
<td>rs11409738</td>
<td>t/ta</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA16</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10842838-11086942</td>
<td>rs61427182</td>
<td>t/g</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA17</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>143907271-144052618</td>
<td>rs67542687</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.991</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Genetic loci associated with OA reaching level of genome-wide significance (GWS) in the Mega GWAS analyses. Novel OA associated loci are highlighted in grey. Multi-ancestry fixed effect meta-analysis shading denotes highest I2 denoted for SNP in region where green I2<30%, yellow 31-50% and orange 51-75%. No loci had I2>75%.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Chr</th>
<th>Start-Stop (bp)</th>
<th>Most Significant SNP</th>
<th>Gene(s) within locus</th>
<th>Multi-Ancestry</th>
<th>EUR</th>
<th>Boer et al.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>rsID</td>
<td>Alleles</td>
<td>Min Freq</td>
<td>Max Freq</td>
<td>OR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA18</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>116886733-116943302</td>
<td>rs2043195</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13328979-13350131</td>
<td>rs4757145</td>
<td>a/g</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>28657055-28695181</td>
<td>rs140508625</td>
<td>d/i</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA21</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>65560620-65566719</td>
<td>rs557675</td>
<td>t/g</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>94090867-94196271</td>
<td>rs143745721</td>
<td>d/i</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA23</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>107331646-107664333</td>
<td>rs76045294</td>
<td>c/g</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>123450765-123913433</td>
<td>rs7953929</td>
<td>c/g</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA25</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>50813017-50842630</td>
<td>rs6572663</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA26</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1953037-2203167</td>
<td>rs4790310</td>
<td>t/c</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEGA27</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>41712989-41833784</td>
<td>rs75621460</td>
<td>a/g</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1.021</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Locus: Independent loci classified based on LD and block size using FUnctional Mapping and Annotation (FUMA) software; Chr: Chromosome, Alleles: Risk Allele/Non-Risks Allele; Min Freq: Minimum observed risk allele frequency in meta-analysis; Max Freq: Highest observed risk allele frequency in meta-analysis; OR: Odds ratio; SE: Standard error; d: Deletion; I: Insertion. Multi-ancestry columns summarize whether region is significant among the three analyses strategies 1) FE: Fixed effect meta-analysis, 2) MANTRA and 3) Mega-analysis. EUR Fixed Effect column summarizes whether region is significant in the meta-analysis of subjects for European White descent from MVP and UKB; Boer et al. 2021 denotes whether locus region contains SNV denoted among 100 independently OA trait associated SNVs in recent paper. See STS for detailed corresponding SNP results.
Table 4. Narrow sense heritability of osteoarthritis in MVP and UKB cohorts estimated using BLD-LDAK.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ancestry</th>
<th>MVP % $h^2$ (SD)</th>
<th>UKB % $h^2$ (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EUR</td>
<td>119,351</td>
<td>19.8 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFR</td>
<td>28,565</td>
<td>26.1 (5.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>10,327</td>
<td>51.3 (8.7)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** AFR – African; EUR – European; $h^2$ – narrow sense heritability; HIS – Hispanic; MVP – Million Veterans Program; UKB – UK Biobank; SD – Standard Deviation; -- sample size less than 10,000.
Figure 1: OA GWAS study design: a) Study stratified analyses with discovery genome-wide analyses were performed in MVP Veterans of European (EUR), African (AFR), Hispanic (HIS) and Asian (ASN) descent. Results were combined in a trans-ethnic meta-analysis and replication assessed in UKB EUR, AFR, South Asian (SAS) and East Asian (EAS) participants. b) Multi Study analyses for which three different approaches were used: b1) Mega-analysis of cosmopolitan MVP and UKB participants. No subject exclusion was made based on ancestry classification; b2) Fixed effect meta-analysis; and b3) MANTRA meta-analysis study and ancestry stratified analyses. c) Ancestry stratified analyses to identify specific genetic variants associated with OA, fixed effect meta-analyses were performed in EUR, AFR and ASN (SAS, EAS and MVP ASN) participants. GWAS was performed in HIS Veterans however, no equivalent HIS replication group was present in UKB.

Figure 2: Fine mapping of FOXP2 region associated with OA in MVP trans-ethnic analysis: Panel 1 Regional association plot; Panel 2 functional annotation tracks. TxWk: Weak Transcription, H3K4me1: Histone 2 protein lysing 4 methylation, H3K36me2: Histone 3 protein lysine residue 36 methylation. Physical position denoted using hg19.

Figure 3: Summary of OA Mega-GWAS and transcriptome-wide imputation results. Outer ring displays -log10(P values) from the Mega-GWAS combining MVP and UKB results. GWAS significance is denoted at P=5E-8 by red line. Middle ring denotes the fixed effect I2 from the meta-analysis of MVP: EUR, AFR, ASN and HIS and UKB: EUR, AFR, SASN, EASN. Inner track denotes display -log10(P values) of corresponding expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) in adipose, skeletal, brain amygdala (ba), and brain frontal cortex (bfa), respectively. eQTL significance is denoted at P=1E-5 by red line.
Supplementary Table 1: Independent significant SNPs associated with OA in MVP at level of genome-wide significance (GWS) and corresponding results in UKB ancestry groups.

Supplementary Table 2: Multi-Ancestry genetic variants significantly (p<5x10^-8) associated with osteoarthritis in the Million Veteran Program (MVP) using fixed effects meta-analysis.

Supplementary Table 3: Differentially Expressed Adipose, Brain, and Skeletal Muscle Genes Associated with Osteoarthritis in MVP Veterans Using Transcriptome-wide Imputation

Supplementary Table 4: Mega-analysis genetic variants significantly associated with osteoarthritis in MVP and UKB.

Supplementary Table 5: Mega-analysis independent genetic loci significantly associated with osteoarthritis in MVP and UKB.

Supplementary Table 6: Genetic loci associated with OA reaching level of genome-wide significance (GWAS) in Meta-analysis Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank (UKB) participants of European descent (EUR).

Supplementary Table 7: Genetic variants associated with osteoarthritis in MVP and UKB using trans-ethnic (MANTRA) and fixed effect meta-analyses.

Supplementary Table 8: MVP and UKB transcriptome-wide imputation of mega-analysis GWAS of osteoarthritis results. Mega-GWAS results were input to MetaXcan to impute transcriptome using GTEx version for 4 tissues, adipose, brain amygdala, brain frontal cortex, and skeletal muscle.

Supplementary Table 9: Genetic loci associated with OA reaching level of genome-wide significance (GWS) in Meta-analysis Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank (UKB) participants of European descent (EUR).

Supplementary Table 10: Genetic variants significantly associated with osteoarthritis in Meta-analysis Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank (UKB) participants of European descent (EUR).

Supplementary Table 11: MVP and UKB European descent participants transcriptome-wide imputation of fixed effect osteoarthritis meta-analyses results.

Supplementary Table 12: Genetic Variants Associated (p < 1x10^-4) with Osteoarthritis in Meta-Analysis of Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank (UKB) participants of African Descent (AFR).

Supplementary Table 13: MVP and UKB African descent participants transcriptome-wide imputation of fixed effect osteoarthritis meta-analyses results.

Supplementary Table 14: Top 10 meta-analysis genetic variants associated with osteoarthritis in Million Veteran Program (MVP) and UK Biobank (UKB) participants of Asian descent.

Supplementary Table 15: Top 10 genetic variants associated with osteoarthritis in Hispanic descent Veterans from the Million Veteran Program (MVP).

Supplementary Table 16: Replication status of variants previously associated with OA.

Supplementary Table 17: Summary of genes with genetic variants associated with OA in current analyses (both discovery and replication).

Supplementary Table 18: Gene-set enrichment analyses of genes associated with OA in current analyses (both discovery and replication).
Supplementary Table 19: Evidence supporting drug repurposing for OA based on genes predicted to be significantly (P<0.05) in transcriptome-wide imputation of mega-GWAS results from MVP and UKB.

Supplementary Table 20: ICD9 and ICD10 inclusion codes used to code osteoarthritis.

Supplementary Table 21: Exclusion codes applied to non-osteoarthritis defined controls in MVP and UK Biobank

METHODS

Ethical approval: The work described in this manuscript received ethical and study protocol approval from the Veterans Affairs Central Institutional Review Board as well as the University of Alabama at Birmingham in accordance with the principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki. UK Biobank data was analyzed under approved access via proposal #30350.

Osteoarthritis trait definition: Osteoarthritis cases and controls were identified using International Classification of Disease, 9th revision, common modification (ICD-9-CM) and ICD-10-CM codes from the MVP diagnosis file version 18.2. Diagnosis dates ranged from July 2, 1990 to June 13, 2019. ICD code lists from Zengini et al. were used. For OA case identification, lists of codes were provided for a general OA category and overlapping lists for specific subtypes of OA (Hip, Knee, Spine, Hand, Finger, and Thumb) provided in Supplementary Table 20. OA cases were not restricted to any OA subtype(s) and included OA cases with any hip, knee, hand, finger, thumb, spine and other site OA ICD codes (Sup Figure 1). The exclusion criteria for controls included codes for frequent concomitant findings typically more prevalent in patients with OA such as chondrocalcinosis, crystal arthropathies, bony abnormalities in addition to non-specific arthritis codes to minimize contamination of controls with likely OA subjects (summarized in detail in Supplementary Table 21).

Genotype Data: For both the MVP and the UK Biobank genotype data was generated from DNA typed on a customized Affymetrix Axiom biobank array for both common and rare variants. The MVP samples were genotyped on the Affymetrix Axiom Biobank Array (MVP Release 3). For genotyped SNPs, standard quality control procedures were implemented to ensure high quality SNP and DNA samples were analyzed. DNA samples were removed for either extreme missingness, gender mismatch, extreme heterozygosity or homozygosity. Imputed results were generated using the 1000 Genomes reference panel and variants with Rsq<0.3 were excluded. A HWE threshold in OA controls in each ancestry and study of p<1E-4 was used to exclude variants. The Harmonizing Genetic Ancestry and Self-Identified Race/Ethnicity (HARE) approach to classify subjects into major ancestry groups (see Supplementary Methods). QQ and Manhattan plots for association analyses are provided in Supplementary Materials.
**Trans-ethnic analyses:** A challenge with applying traditional meta-analysis methods to diverse populations is that linkage disequilibrium can differ substantially between populations and invalidate the fixed assumption of meta-analyses. For this reason, results from ancestral groups were combined using both a trans-ethnic approach in MANTRA\textsuperscript{79} and a traditional fixed effect in METAL\textsuperscript{80}. MANTRA is a meta-analysis method which maximizes homogeneity between closely related populations (i.e. where fixed effect assumption would hold) while allowing for heterogeneity between more diverse groups. The MANTRA approach, described in detail\textsuperscript{79}, takes into account the expected similarity in allele effects between more closely related populations without penalizing heterogeneity between more distantly related populations. MANTRA can be conceptualized as a sophisticated method for hybridizing fixed and random effects meta-analyses based on expected allelic similarity of populations. The MANTRA approach has greater power and mapping resolution than random-effects meta-analysis\textsuperscript{79}. MANTRA was only used to meta-analyze all 8 populations (Figure 1C2: MVP EUR, MVP AFR, MVP ASN, MVP HIS, UKB EUR, UKB AFR, UKB SASN, UKB EASN) and not for study or ancestry stratified meta-analyses (Figure 1A, 1B) described above. Fixed effect meta-analyses in METAL were performed for both the overall meta-analysis between all 8 MVP and UKB populations, and the ancestry stratified meta-analyses between MVP and UK Biobank as follows: (1) EUR: MVP EUR, UKB EUR; (2) AFR: MVP AFR, UKB AFR; (3) ASN: MVP ASN, UKB SAS, UKB EAS. For all association results, independent risk SNPs and loci were classified based on LD and block size using FUnctional Mapping and Annotation (FUMA)\textsuperscript{81} software. Specifically, independent SNPs were defined by $r^2 < 0.6$. Lead independent SNPs were then iteratively defined from the independent SNPs as those with $r^2 < 0.1$. Whereas independent loci were defined when the distance between independent lead significant SNPs > 250kb.

**Mega GWAS:** As illustrated in Figure 1C1, we used a linear mixed model approach to perform a cosmopolitan GWAS i.e., not stratifying by or removing subjects who did not cluster with a major ancestry group. We tested the association between each variant and OA using infinitesimal mixed model implemented in BOLT-LMM\textsuperscript{17}. Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, BMI and principal components adjusting for population substructure and genetic relatedness in MVP and UKB, separately. Results were combined using fixed effect meta-analysis in METAL. A sensitivity analysis was performed to contrast fixed and random effects meta-analysis with random effect meta-analysis performed using METASOFT\textsuperscript{82}.

**Transcriptome-Wide Analyses:** Gene-based association tests using MetaXcan\textsuperscript{83} were performed on the meta-analyses created using metal. MetaXcan is machine learning software comprised of tools that integrate genomic information of biological mechanisms with complex traits.
MetaXcan can be used to impute gene-level transcriptomics data in cohorts with only genetic summary statistics using information in a reference set of individuals with both genotype and transcriptomics data. As diverse populations may have different linkage disequilibrium patterns analyses were performed independently. Four tissue-specific prediction models (adipose subcutaneous tissue, brain amygdala, brain frontal cortex, and skeletal muscle) trained on GTEx v8 were chosen for analysis based on their likelihood of providing eQTL information relevant to OA. These tissues were selected based on known factors influencing development of OA such as alterations in anthropometry, physical fitness, and pain sensitivity.

**Fine-mapping and gene-set enrichment analyses:** Fine-mapping regions were initially identified using a window (~50 kb) around the most significant variant; however, we expanded to a wider window where variants’ linkage disequilibrium with the lead variant extended outside the window. This was achieved by manual inspection of regional association plots to ensure the most relevant region was adequately captured. To select five annotation sets for each region, we used the suggested pipeline outlined in the PAINTOR software github repository. Additional details are provided in the supplementary online methods. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) was performed using FUMA software.

**Heritability:** To calculate heritability we utilized the baseline linkage disequilibrium-linkage disequilibrium adjusted kinships (BLD-LDAK) method which relies on a restricted maximum likelihood (REML) algorithm. SNP summary statistics were used to calculate heritability in respective MVP and UKB.

**Repositionable drugs targeting predicted OA induced gene expression:** We tested whether significant genes identified via transcriptome-wide imputation are enriched with targets for drug repurposing using Genome for REPositioning drugs (GREP) software. The set of genes predicted to be eQTL (P<0.05) in MetaXcan of the mega-GWAS results was input to GREP. The method performs Fisher’s exact tests to test whether input genes are enriched with genes targeted by drugs with clinical indication category in the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System (ATC).
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Figure 1 OA GWAS study design. **a. Study stratified** analyses with discovery genome-wide analyses were performed in MVP Veterans of European (EUR), African (AFR), Hispanic (HIS) and Asian (ASN) descent. Results were combined in a trans-ethnic meta-analysis and replication assessed in UKB EUR, AFR, South Asian (SAS) and East Asian (EAS) participants. **b. Multi Study and Ancestry** analyses for which three different approaches were used: **b1. Mega-analysis** of cosmopolitan MVP and UKB participants. No subject exclusion was made based on ancestry classification; **b2. Fixed effect meta-analysis;** and **b3. MANTRA** meta-analysis study and ancestry stratified analyses. **c. Ancestry stratified** analyses to identify specific genetic variants associated with OA, fixed effect meta-analyses were performed in EUR, AFR and ASN (SAS, EAS and MVP ASN) participants. GWAS was performed in HS Veterans however, no equivalent HIS replication group was present in UKB. Three analyses strategies were implemented to identify genetic variant which may be ancestry and study independent.
Figure 2: Fine mapping of FOXP2 region associated with OA in MVP trans-ethnic analysis:

Panel 1 Regional association plot; Panel 2 functional annotation tracks. TxWk: Weak Transcription, H3K4me1: Histone 2 protein lysing 4 methylation, H3K36me2: Histone 3 protein lysine residue 36 methylation. Physical position denoted using hg19.
**Figure 3a:** Upset plot comparing overlap and non-overlap of genetic variants significantly associated with OA multi-ancestry analyses using either metal fixed effect, MANTRA trans-ethnic meta-analysis and mega analysis strategies outlined in Figure 1.
Figure 3b: Summary of OA Mega-GWAS and transcriptome-wide imputation results. Outer ring displays -log10(P values) from the Mega-GWAS combining MVP and UKB results. GWAS significance is denoted at P=5E-8 by red line. Middle ring denotes the fixed effect I2 from the meta-analysis of MVP: EUR, AFR, ASN and HIS and UKB: EUR, AFR, SASN, EASN. Innter track denotes display -log10(P values) of corresponding expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) in adipose, skeletal, brain amygdala (ba), and brain frontal cortex (bfa), respectively. eQTL significance is denoted at P=1E-5 by red line.